With the increase of physical antenna and subcarrier numbers in MIMO-OFDM systems, channel side information feedback amount and signal precoding complexity overburden will consume much more system resource, even become intolerable. To solve this problem, previous works mainly focused on fixed subcarrier grouping size and precoded MIMO signals in the same group with unitary channel state information (CSI). It could reduce the system overburden, but such a process would lead to system capacity loss due to the channel mismatch in precoding procedure. In this paper, we consider a MIMO-OFDM system over double-selective i.i.d. Rayleigh channels and investigate the quantitative relation between group size and capacity loss theoretically. By exploiting our developed theoretical results, we also propose an adaptive subcarrier grouping algorithm, which not only enables to have a good control of system service quality but also to reduce system overburden significantly. Numerical results are shown to provide valuable insights on the system design of MIMO-OFDM systems and indicate that the proposed subcarrier grouping scheme is extremely efficient in some common scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
M IMO-OFDM transmission systems are believed to provide high capacity and spectrum efficiency in rich scattering wireless channels. Its benefits mainly come from the freedoms in spatial and frequency domains. The multi-antenna structure at both transmitter and receiver enables a growth of system capacity linearly with the minimum number of antennas at either end [1] , [2] . MIMO techniques also enhance system reliability and improve coverage as well [3] . The OFDM modulation scheme can provide high spectrum efficiency and enhance system performance in frequency selective fading channels [4] . As the combination of these two kinds of techniques, MIMO-OFDM inherits these advantages and has been considered as one of the core technologies in high speed wireless transformation systems.
To maximize the capacity of wireless channels, various methods like frequency and spatial waterfilling are performed [5] . Meanwhile, for the convenience of signal decoding at the receiver and symbol modulation at the transmitter, linear and nonlinear signal precoding schemes on each individual subcarrier are carried out at the transmitter [6] - [8] . For instance in [8] , the signal precoding scheme decomposes the MIMO channels into several uniform subchannels, which simplifies the subsequent modulation and improve diversity gains of system significantly.
However, this kinds of signal processing schemes demand perfect channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT). When perfect CSI is not readily available at the transmitter, it is often possible to use a feedback channel to provide channel state information to the transmitter or estimate the channel state information at the transmitter via the reciprocal principle when time division duplex (TDD) is used. The process in achieving CSIT and obtaining the signal precoding matrix can be overburdened for the whole system, either occupying frequency bandwidth or consuming the computing resource. Especially with the growth of the subcarrier and antenna numbers [9] , [10] , this kind of overburden can be intolerable for feasible systems.
An effective scheme to solve this kind of overburden is to precode with subcarrier grouping, which is not a new idea [10] - [12] . In this kind of subcarrier grouping regimes, transmission system will group subcarriers via a specific scheme and apply an unitary precoding matrix to the same subcarrier group. Hence, one can linearly reduce the computational complexity of precoding process as well as decrease the system feedback CSI amount. Nevertheless, the negative effectiveness of this precoding scheme is system channel capacity loss caused by the mismatch between precoding matrix and channel fading matrix, which means that there exists a tradeoff between the subcarrier grouping size and system channel capacity. However, previous works focused on the process of information feedbacks to limit the capacity loss caused by channel mismatch, but neglected the adaptive adjustment of subcarrier grouping size. Hence, previous precoding schemes with fixed grouping size may not keep an effective adaption of the system services performance to double-selective channel varyings. In [13] , the adaptive subcarrier grouping method was discussed only in frequency-selective channels. Now we will extend it to double-selective channels in this work.
In this paper, we firstly investigate how channel mismatch affects channel capacity loss.
Then, by exploiting the relations between channel correlation and mismatch, we connect channel capacity loss with subcarrier grouping size with quantitative equations, which reveals the explicit tradeoff between transmitting service quality and system overburden. In addition, based on the theoretical analysis, we also propose an adaptive subcarrier grouping based MIMO-OFDM signal precoding algorithm, which enables us to retain control of system service qualities as well as reduce the cost of frequency bandwidth and system computational complexity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and its scenario of the subcarrier grouping scheme with channel mismatch. Section III derives the channel mismatch capacity in the view point of information theory. Meanwhile, we also discuss the approximation of mismatched ergodic capacity in this section. In Section IV, we investigate the relations between channel mismatch and channel correlation. Then, the subcarrier grouping method, given constraint the capacity loss threshold, is established with a mapping method. Based on the obtained theoretical results, we propose an adaptive subcarrier grouping based precoding algorithm in Section IV and give the theoretical performance analysis in various scenarios.
Section V examines the effectiveness and application conditions of proposed subcarrier grouping scheme. Conclusions of this work are given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we shall first review the system model of MIMO-OFDM system. Then, we explain how a subcarrier grouping based MIMO-OFDM signal precoding algorithm works and introduce how the channel mismatch affects MIMO-OFDM communication systems. 
A. Review of System Structure
Let us consider a MIMO-OFDM communication system as shown in Fig. 1 . It involves with N t transmit antennas and N r receive antennas. Meanwhile, K subcarriers are taken into account in each OFDM blocks. At the transmitting part, the high-rate input data stream at the n-th OFDM block is deserialized into N t parallel low-rate data streams d i,n (i.e. i = 1, · · · , N t and n = 1, 2, 3, · · · ), where each data substream is then mapped into symbol substreams x i,n . If not specially stated, the superscripts n denotes the n-th OFDM block, which is a time-domain concept. Let x (k) i,n be the frequency-domain symbol from the i-th transmit antenna at the k-th subcarrier. Hence, the frequency-domain symbol vector is
T , where K is the frame length and equals to the OFDM subcarrier numbers for sake of the later IFFT
n as the N r × N t channel fading matrix at the k-th subcarrier, and by defining the N t × N t precoding matrix derived from H
n , the precoded signal can be written as
where
T is the transmitted symbol vector at the k-th subcarrier and
T is the precoded symbol vector transmitted at the k-th subcarrier.
Hence, the precoded frequency-domain symbol vector in the n-th OFDM block at the i-th transmit antenna can be represented by S i,n = [s (1) i,n , s
So far, the communication system has completed the precoding operation for symbol vectors
n on different subcarriers (i.e. k = 1, · · · , K). After this, these symbol vectors S i,n at each transmit antenna (i.e. i = 1, · · · , N t ) are loaded to orthogonal subcarriers via the following IFFT operation
where T s and ∆f are the symbol duration and the subcarrier interval, respectively. At the end of the transmitter, the time-domain signal s i,n (t) on each transmit antenna (i.e. i = 1, · · · , N t )
are transmitted by N t antennas.
At the receiver, the time-domain signals S n (t), which experienced channel fading and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), are caught by receive units, which can be modeled as
where r j,n (t) denotes the signal received at the j-th receive antenna (i.e. j = 1, · · · , N r ) and
T denotes the simultaneously transmitted signal vector at time t. The noise vector is denoted by W n (t) = [w 1,n (t), w 2,n (t), · · · , w Nt,n (t)] T and w j,n (t) is the AWGN received in j-th antenna(i.e. j = 1, · · · , N r ) at time t, which has the variance σ w . The N t × N r matrix H n (t) represents the channel between the N t transmit and the N r receive antennas, which can be expressed as
The element h m,l (t) of this channel matrix represents the simultaneous channel fading gain between the l-th transmit antenna and the m-th receive antenna. For the broadband properties of S n (t), the channel fading coefficient is a broadband concept as well. It can be modeled as [14] h m,
where τ
m,n and γ (l) m,n are the delay and the complex amplitude of the q-th path from the l-th transmit antenna to the m-th receive antenna, respectively.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1 , the received signals r j,n (t) in each individual receive antenna (i.e. j = 1, · · · , N t ) are demodulated from orthogonal subcarriers to symbols via the following FFT operation r (k)
where h
n , denoting the frequency response of the wireless MIMO channel at the k-th subcarrier with element denoted as h (k) m,l , which can be expressed by
The frequency-domain noise w (k) j,n is the impact of n j (t) at the k-th subcarrier. It is defined as
It can be proved that w (k) j,n are independent identically distributed complex circular Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ 2 w [15] . With the results in Eq. (6), the received symbol vector R (k) n in n-th OFDM block at the k-th subcarrier can be obtained by
Combining the definition of S (k) n in (1), the Eq. (9) can be rewritten as
This far, the communication system has completed the symbol precoding, subcarrier modulation, signal transmission and subcarrier demodulation. Due to the help of precoding matrix
n is decomposed into several parallel subchannels, which simplifies the symbol detection process [8] . For FDD regimes, the receiver need to feed back the CSI to transmitter while TDD regimes can obtain the CSI via the reciprocal principle. To this end, the information transmit process has been realized in this physical loop.
B. Subcarrier Grouping And Channel Mismatch Model
As previous stated, achieving CSIT and calculating the precoding matrix F (k) n can be overburdened for the whole system complexity and subcarrier grouping based precoding method can reduce this kind of overburden significantly. For the channel correlation between adjacent subcarriers and OFDM blocks, one can apply one unitary precoding matrix generated from the center subcarrier to the nearby subcarriers in one group with specific scheme. For instance, denote the identification (n, k) is the subcarriers at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM block and define the subcarrier group set is £(n c , k c ), which is composed by all the subcarriers in the same group and has the center subcarrier (n c , k c ). For all the subcarriers with subscript (n, k) ∈ £(n c , k c ), one can apply the precoding matrix F (kc) nc to all the subcarriers, which can be expressed by
However, as the backward of the reduced system complexity, subcarrier grouping scheme naturally leads to the mismatch between channel fading and signal precoding matrix, which can be easily observed in (11) . This kind of mismatch will introduce intersymbol interference (ISI) into systems and result in channel capacity loss. The negative effects significantly limit the use of subcarrier grouping based precoding scheme, meaning that one cannot reduce the system complexity limitlessly. Such that there exists a tradeoff between system complexity and channel capacity.
Let us consider the signal transmission process presented in (11) and exploit how channel mismatch affects the system capacity performance. Denote the channel mismatch as (12) which represent the difference between the channel fading matrix at the k-th subcarrier of n-th OFDM block and the k c -th subcarrier of the n c -th OFDM block. Therefore, (11) can be rewritten as
n,nc . The artificial ISI and additive white Gaussian noise will reduce the mutual information obtained from the receiver, resulting in system capacity loss. Therefore, the artificial ISI and AWGN can be combined and considered as the equivalent noise N (k,kc) n,nc at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM block and it can be proved that this kind of equivalent noise is related to the channel self-correlation and subcarrier grouping size.
In the following parts of this paper, we shall develop the relations between the channel service quality and the subcarrier grouping size by exploiting channel correlations. Furthermore, based this qualitative relations, we will derive a feasible algorithm to keep the channel service quality by adaptively adjusting the size of subcarrier groups. That is, we shall investigate the quantitative relationship between subcarrier grouping size and capacity loss and design a feasible algorithm to adaptively track the channel time varying.
III. CAPACITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive the capacity loss of each individual subcarrier in terms of channel mismatch. We first present a result on the channel capacity loss under the mismatched case and then analyze the approximate ergodic capacity when the grouping based precoding algorithm is employed.
A. Capacity Lower Bound With Channel Mismatch
Considering the fact, over a wide range of SNR, the gain of waterfilling is very small, especially in high SNR. In this case, allocating equal powers at all subchannels is almost optimal [5] .
Therefore, practical systems usually apply the equal power allocation scheme over frequency and spatial domain. Hence, the design of the precoding matrix F (kc) nc can degrade into the search of unitary matrix. Because the unitary matrix doesn't change the distribution of random variables, we can rewrite channel model in an equivalent form as
where the precoding matrix F (kc) nc has been absorbed into the random vectors X
n .
In the channel fading matrix H (k)
n , the i-th row represents the fading factor from the i-th receive antenna to N t transmitters at the k-th subcarrier, which will simply be denoted by g (k) i,n for subsequent use. Similarly, we denote the j-th column of H (k) n as h (k) j,n , which represents the fading factor from the i-th transmit antenna to N r receivers at the k-th subcarrier. Denote
Given the channel fading matrix H (k)
n , the capacity of k-th subcarrier of n-th OFDM block without channel mismatch(i.e. H (k,kc)
n is defined by
For simplifying the calculation, we assume that
n ]}/v = 1. Accordingly, γ = ρ t /N t , where ρ t is total transmit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and γ is the unitary diagonal elements of the matrix σ X
Hence, γ denotes the average SNR at each receive antenna evenly divided by the number of transmit antennas. Throughout out this paper, we use SNR and superscript † to represent the signal to noise ratio at the receiver side and conjugate transposition, respectively.
As to the scenarios when channel mismatch exists (i.e. channel mismatch matrix H (k,kc) n,nc = 0), because different channel mismatch matrix would lead to different channel capacity loss, the capacity loss of mismatched channel usually cannot be explicitly presented by a det(·) function.
For the sake of transmission reliability, as an alternative, one usually uses the lower-bound for the transmit rate adjustment, especially when one does not know the exact channel mismatch information.
The main theoretical result on the lower bound of the channel capacity in presence of channel mismatch is given as follows.
Lemma 1 (mismatched capacity lower bound). The lower bound of the mismatched channel capacity is given by
where γ e is the equivalent-SNR (ESNR) in the worst case, which is given by
The variables σ
are the second-moment of the representative elements
n,nc and W (k) , respectively.
Proof. See appendix A.
It's clearly seen from lemma 1 that the channel mismatch is totally contributed into interference in the worst case. Based on lemma 1 and combining Eq. (16) with Eq. (18), the upperbound of capacity loss caused by channel mismatch can be described via the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (capacity loss upper bound). Denote the center subcarrier as the k c -th subcarrier of the n c -th OFDM block. The upper bound of the mismatched channel capacity loss L (k,kc) n,nc at the target k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM block is given by
It's important to note that using the lower bound of the mismatched channel capacity is a reasonable and guaranteed approximation. One can derive the maximal capacity loss of mismatched channel at k-th subcarrier with Theorem 1.
B. Approximate Egrodic Capacity
Notice that the instantaneous channel capacity varies with the center channel fading matrix
nc , which introduces a paradox to us. Denote the subcarrier group where the center subcarrier is (n c , k c ) as subcarrier group set £(n c , k c ). If we expect to calculate the capacity loss to determine the size of £(n c , k c ), we need to know the exact channel fading matrix H (kc) nc , which in turn depends on the group set £(n c , k c ) itself. Hence, one of the two variables H (kc) nc and the subcarrier group size of group £(n c , k c ) must be determined first. due to the fact it's hard to compute the value of σ 2 h (k,kc) n,nc , which is contained by the det(·) function in Eq. (20) , it is reasonable to determine group set first. In order to determine the group set restriction, we need to find a capacity metric without the instantaneous channel fading matrix. To this end, one needs to calculate the expectation of ergodic channel mismatch capacity and investigate the average performance of the system. Theorem 2 (ergodic capacity loss). Denote the center subcarrier as the k c -th subcarrier of the n c -th OFDM block. The ergodic mismatched channel capacity loss E (k,kc) n,nc at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM block can be upper bounded by
where , ζ = 0.577215649· · · is the Euler's constant. Meanwhile, the parameters α 1k and α 2k are given by the following equivalent-SNR γ e with and without channel mismatch, respectively.
Proof. See appendix B.
It's can be easily seen from Theorem 2 that the ergodic capacity loss gives the average evaluation of the mismatched subcarrier capacity performance and eliminates the nonlinearity of det(·) function. Hence, one can easily derive the channel mismatch parameter σ grouping size, we need to associate the channel mismatch with delay spread and Doppler shift, which is a two-dimensional concept. The bridge between these variables can be characterized
where the variables f (k) , f (kc) , t (n) and t (nc) denote the carrier frequency of the k-th subcarrier, the carrier frequency of the k c -th subcarrier, the time slot of the n-th OFDM block and the time slot of the n c -th OFDM block, respectively. Hence, the variable σ 
By involving both assumptions simultaneously as WSSUS model, one can simplify the covariance of channel mismatch as [16] 
For the independence between the delay spread and frequency spread of double-selective channels, the self-correlation of channel response can be decomposed as
where R f (f (k,kc) ) and R t (t (n,nc) ) are defined as 13 which denote the frequency-domain channel response correlation between the k-th subcarrier and the k c -th subcarrier in one OFDM block and the time-domain correlation between the n-th OFDM block and the n c -th OFDM block at one subcarrier, respectively.
Furthermore, as the channel fading matrix is normalized and the entries of MIMO fading channel matrix are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, the correlation matrices R(0, 0) and R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ) are v-by-v diagonal matrices with equal diagonal elements, whose value are v and vR(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ), respectively. R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ) is the self-correlation of the representative entries of MIMO fading channel matrix between the k-th subcarrier at the n-th OFDM block and the k c -th subcarrier at the n c -th OFDM block, i.e. R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ) = E(h 
and
Since the channel fading matrix is normalized, i.e. trace(S n )/v = 1, it can be noted that
The Eqs. (27) and (28) shows that the self-correlation R f (f (k,kc) ) and R t (t (n,nc) ) has the same contribution to the second order statistics of channel mismatch. Therefore, when using (1, 1, 1) as the original point (i.e. R t (t (n,nc) ) = R f (f (k,kc) ) = R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ) = 1), and using R t (·)
as the X axis, R f (·) as the Y axis, R(f (·), t(·)) as the Z axis, the R curve is about Z-axis axisymmetric with rotation Angle θ = π 2
. For convenience, we denote R-domain as the algebraic domain using R f (·) and R t (·) as coordinate system and TF-domain as the algebraic domain with the coordinate system of t and f .
From the decomposition of channel self-correlation in Eq. (25), we can see that given the relation constraint value ζ, the curve of R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ) = ζ is a pseudo circle composed by part of hyperbolic ζ = R t (t (n,nc) )R f (f (k,kc) ) in R-domain, which is shown in Fig. 2 . The four intersection points between the pseudo circle and two axes are (1, ζ), (1, −ζ), (ζ, 1) and (−ζ, 1).
Meanwhile, the four intersection points have the same distance to original point, which is equal to 1 − ζ. and Eq. (27) is a monotone increasing function versus self-correlation R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ), so that the ergodic capacity loss E (k,kc) n,nc increases nonlinearly with the increase of self-correlation value R(f (k,kc) , t (n,nc) ). With the previous analysis of the correlation curve based on R-domain, when we constraint the absolute ergodic capacity loss (denoted as ζ a ) or the relative loss (denoted as ζ r ) of egrodic capacity loss, the contour line of R(·, ·) makes a pseudo circle in R-domain as well, which is shown in Fig. 3 .
For grouping the subcarriers at the TF-domain, one needs to establish the mapping from R-domain to TF-domain.
Lemma 2 (Continuous map from TF-domain to R-domain). For the correlation function R t (·)
and R f (·) are monotonic decreasing and simultaneous, the mapping
is a continuous map and for any continuous space X ∈ TF-domain and ∀x ∈ X, there exists a continuous space Y = ξ(X) ∈ R-domain and y = ξ(x) ∈ Y .
Proof. Notice that the metric space R-domain and TF-domain are open set. Define the open set Y ⊂ R-domain. For the correlation function R t (·) and R f (·) is monotone decreasing, continues and reversible, there
where B(x, δ) = {x|||x −x|| < δ} is the δ−neighborhood of x. Hence, the mapping ξ is continues and retain the algebra structure between TF-domain and R-domain.
The subcarrier grouping method can not to be repeated or leaked, for the continues property of mapping ξ in Lemma 2, one can group the subcarriers in R-domain instead of the TF-domain in real world. Furthermore, from Theorem 2 and Eq. (27), we can see that when provided a constraint of the ergodic capacity loss E (k,kc) n,nc , the channel correlation R(f (·), t(·)) is constrained as well. Hence, one needs to find the division of R-domain and TF-domain with correlation constraint (i.e. R(f (·), t(·)) = ζ) and apply this kind of division to subcarrier grouping method.
The domain division method is described as follows.
Lemma 3 (rhombus domain division with R-constraint). Given the constraint of channel selfcorrelation R(f (·), t(·)) = ζ, the R-domain can be divided by a series of rhombuses, which have same diagonal length 2(1 − ζ). In the same way, the TF-domain can be divided by a series of rhombuses, where the transverse diagonal length is 2R 
Proof. See appendix C.
Based on previous theoretic results of ergodic capacity loss, continuous mapping from TFdomain to R-domain and space division theorem, we can derive the subcarrier grouping scheme with absolute capacity loss and relative capacity loss. With the help of a threshold method, we can present our grouping method in TF-domain with the following theorems.
Theorem 3 (subcarrier grouping with absolute constraint). When provided a constraint T h on the absolute capacity loss or the relative capacity loss under the scenarios with transmit power ρ, all the subcarriers with identification (k, n) that satisfy
are grouped into the same subcarrier group. The variable ζ is the correlation threshold and is defined as
The invertible primitive functions of f
−1
ABloss (T h ) and f
REloss (T h ) are
where the variable α 1k is defined in Theorem 2.
Meanwhile, the subcarrier grouping method in TF-domain is to divide the space by a serious of rhombuses, where the transverse diagonal length equal to 2R 
Proof. See appendix D.
From the theorem above, one can see that given the physical structure of a specific communication system, the parameters in (21) are determined except the ergodic capacity loss threshold T h and equivalent signal to noise ratio γ e . Therefore, we can solve the function of T h with Theorem 3, when capacity loss threshold T h is given. By applying the inverse of the channel self-correlation function R(f ) detected by estimation algorithms in Lemma 2. Hence, we can finally determine the grouping scheme and calculate the transmission rate at the transmitter.
It can be noted that the grouping scheme is determined by the capacity loss threshold T h and channel correlation function R(f, t). Hence, the grouping scheme remains stable when capacity loss threshold T h and wireless channel correlation state remain unchanged. On the contrary, if channel correlation changed, the grouping scheme must be modified immediately for sustaining channel service quality, which is shown in Fig. 4 . We summarize the subcarrier grouping algorithm as Algorithm 1.
More generally, we give the exact subcarrier grouping size related to capacity loss threshold T h and channel correlation function R(f, t) as the following theorem, which can be used to estimate algorithm complexity and computation overhead.
Theorem 4 (subcarrier grouping size determination in double-selective channels). In doubleselective channels, when given the channel correlation threshold ζ driven from Theorem 3 or Theorem 4, the subcarrier number S in one subcarrier group can be determined by
where the parameter B f and B t are the distance between adjacent subcarriers in frequency domain and the time interval between adjacent OFDM blocks, respectively.
Proof. From theorem 3 we can see that the TF-domain is divided by a serious of rhombuses, where the transverse diagonal length equal to R −1 t (ζ) and the longitudinal diagonal length equal to R −1 f (ζ). Hence, the corresponding subcarrier number at T-label and F-label are
respectively. The number of subcarriers contained in subcarrier grouping rhombus can be obtained by the area formula of rhombuses, i.e. Fig. 4 . Grouping scheme changes with the channel correlation state in TF-domain.
Algorithm 1 Precode with subcarrier grouping method.
Input:
The set of system parameters, {N t , N r , K};
Channel state training sequence, S;
The working SNR at the receivers, γ = σ 2 x /σ 2 w ; Capacity loss threshold, T h .
Output:
The MIMO signals precoded by subcarrier group, P s . 1: Estimate the channel self-correlation R(t, f ) with the training sequence S; and precode the symbols with subcarrier grouping scheme derived in step.2.
6: return The modulated and precoded symbol, P s ;
B. Performance Analysis on Various Scenarios
In this subsection, we give the brief analysis of proposed subcarrier grouping method on complexity reduction as well as the impacts of SNR and antenna number. [17] . Notice that the computation of correlation threshold ζ is to solve a deterministic function and only performed once in one considered domain. Hence, the computation complexity of ζ can be neglected. Therefore, the complexity composed of precoding complexity, correlation threshold computation complexity and channel estimation complexity can be denoted as
where S is the subcarrier grouping size denoted in Theorem . Moreover, the average precoding complexity on each individual subcarriers in considered domain is
2) SNR effects: For the artificial interference introduced by channel mismatch in Theorem 2
, the affects of artificial interference gradually grow with the increasing of SNR.
Considering two extreme situations, i.e. high SNR and low SNR, we analyze the effects of SNR on capacity loss.
Low SNR:
The artificial interference to noise ratio satisfies
Hence, the mismatched channel capacity C 
High SNR:
Hence, the lower bound of mismatched channel capacity
which is a constant. ] Meanwhile, for the SNR . Hence, the equivalent SINR γ e at each transmit antenna in mismatched channels is
and the SNR in center subchannel (n c , k c ) is
Hence, the relative capacity loss is
is defined in Theorem 2 and E (kc) nc is defined as
and α
It can be proved that the relative capacity loss rate decreases with the antenna number increment, which can be expressed by the following Corollary.
Corollary 1 (Monotonicity and limitation of relative capacity loss). The relative capacity loss
n,nc is a monotonic decreasing function of antenna numbers and converges to
Proof. The monotonicity of R (k,kc) n,nc is obvious. At Massive MIMO Regime, as the antenna number v → ∞, the channel state matrix S (k) n → uI v [1] . Therefore, the mismatched channel capacity is
and the center subchannel capacity is
Hence, the relative capacity loss rate R
which is a constant.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, some numerical results are presented to show the validity of our analysis and the effectiveness of this adaptive subcarrier grouping based precoding algorithm. In the numerical experiments, the total transmit power P m is allocated to each transmit antenna equally. Hence, the transmit power at each individual antennas is σ 2 x = P m /N t and the SNR at each receiving antenna is SN R dB = log 2 (σ 2 x /σ 2 w ) = log 2 (ρ t /N t ), where the parameter ρ t is total transmit SNR. We carry out the simulations for i.i.d. Rayleigh channels with different number of antennas and assume B f as 14KHz and B t = 1 B f = 71µs, referencing the data from [18] .
With these assumptions, we evaluate the results from Theorem 3 with COST207 channel model and Jakes multipath model, which are widely used for simulating the frequency-selectivity and the time-selectivity of wireless channel fading models. It can be noted that the relative capacity loss constraint is more widely used in practical systems. Meanwhile, for the monotonicity of the channel capacity loss function to SNR and channel mismatch variance, the variation tendency between absolute capacity loss and relative capacity loss is identical. Hence, for sake of concise conclusion, we only simulate the relative capacity loss constraint. With different transmission environments obtained from COST207 and different moving speed on Jakes model, we observe some new insights and properties on the design of MIMO-OFDM system with grouping based precoding mode.
A. Theoretical Results on variant correlation thresholds and antenna numbers
The relative capacity loss on R = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 is shown in Figure 5 , and in each case, we used 8 × 8 antenna regime and the transmitting power ρ is allocated to each individual transmit antennas respectively. Starting with SNR = -10dB, the capacity loss rate is extremely low, which is not more than 1% for the three given correlation coefficients of R. This means if one can endure more capacity loss (i.e. 10%-20%) in the low SNR regime, the subcarrier grouping size can be extremely great. Another point to be mentioned is that with the increasing of SNR in this low SNR regime, the relative capacity loss presents a S-type growth behavior while the middle point of S, which is known with respect to K/2 point, corresponds to lower SNRs with the increasing of R.
In low SNR regime, the artificial interference vσ . Hence, when the SNR increases, the relative capacity loss grows slowly. As to medium SNR regime, the artificial interference is comparable to the noise power, which leads to sharp increase of relative capacity loss. In contrast to low SNR regime, in high SNR regime, the artificial interference is much higher than noise power and as shown previously in theory, the absolute capacity loss tends to be constant and the growth rate of relative capacity loss tends to be very small. Meanwhile, when correlation threshold R increases, the required SNR must be lower in order to keep the same artificial interference value, which leads to the K/2 point corresponds to a lower SNR.
The effects of antenna numbers are shown in Fig. 6 , in which the channel correlation threshold R and SNR is set to 0.95 and 10dB, respectively. It can be observed that the relative capacity loss decreases with the growth of antenna numbers. Especially, it reduces very fast at the first several antenna numbers, which has been theoretically analyzed in previous section. Meanwhile, as the antenna number grows, the relative capacity loss converges to 25.28%, which is exactly the results obtained by Corollary 1. The above simulation results showed that, bringing down the SNR or correlation threshold R can greatly reduce the relative capacity loss. In particular, when SNR is at 10-15dB, the system can reach a good balance between the processing complexity and relative capacity loss.
Meanwhile, one cannot decrease the relative capacity loss arbitrarily by increasing the antenna number limitlessly and the relative capacity loss converges to a constant when antenna numbers is large enough (i.e. 20 × 20 in the simulated specific scenario).
B. Grouping Performance of Proposed Algorithm
For evaluating the algorithm performance and summarizing the application conditions, we build different transmission environments with the help of COST207 and Jakes model, which is a widely used in wireless systems designing process. The subcarrier grouping performance at different SNR, moving speed and transmit environment are analyzed numerically in this subsection.
The effects on SNR with 0dB, 10dB and 15dB are shown in Fig. 7 , where the transmitting environment and the moving speed are set as RA (i.e. rural area) and 10m/s which is the normal speed of vehicles. As the relative capacity loss threshold increases, the subcarrier grouping size presents exponential growth behavior. In low SNR regime, the grouping size can obtain about 5 times faster growth rate/dB than in the high SNR regime, which means that one can reduce the system complexity significantly by increasing the capacity loss threshold. That is, relaxing the capacity loss threshold strategy is especially efficient in low SNR regime. Meanwhile, it also can be observed from Eq. (29) that the grouping size is determined by the frequency subcarrier grouping as well as the temporal subcarrier grouping. Hence, the growth of subcarrier grouping size includes two kinds of factors, one is contributed by temporal subcarrier grouping and the other one is contributed by frequency subcarrier grouping. Now, we will discuss both of them in the sequel.
Let see the variation of transmitting environments and the variation of moving speeds. In fact, the first corresponds to multipath scattering and small scale fading in time domain, while the second one represents the Doppler frequency shift in frequency domain. Similar discussion to that for SNR effects, the effects of multipath scattering and that of Doppler frequency shift are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. From Fig. 8 , it is observed that in rich multipath scattering area, for instance the typical urban, the subcarrier grouping size suffers 80% loss and 50% loss compared to poor scattering area (i.e. rural area) and middle scattering area (i.e. hilly ground). Meanwhile, from Fig. 9 , it is observed that in high moving speed scenarios, for instance, the high speed railway wireless transmission scenarios, the subcarrier grouping size suffers from 70% loss and 40% capacity loss compared to that in low moving speed scenarios From the results shown in Fig. 8 and and Fig. 9 , we can simply justify that the signal to noise ratios, the environment multipath scattering and the Doppler frequency shift will greatly affect the subcarrier grouping performance in a complicated mode. At the same time, we also get some insights on the application conditions of subcarrier grouping: adaptive grouping based precoding algorithm can greatly reduce system complexity at some specific scenarios (i.e. sparse scattering environment or low Doppler frequency shift scenarios). For instance, in rural areas.
Furthermore, we consider another subcarrier processing problem in the same group. As known to all, some continuous functions can be approximately denoted by the Taylor expansion of itself, if its derivatives exists. As to our discussed subcarrier grouping problem, in order to avoid excess capacity loss, the threshold of channel mismatch σ log det I + H
